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Abstract 
The minima1 polynomial of a nonlinear feedforward sequence of an m-sequence is studied, and 
algorithms for synthesising the nonlinear feedforward sequence are obtained. 
1. Introduction 
Let 
a=(a,,ar, . . . ,a,, . ..). a,cEz 
be a given n-stage m-sequence over the binary field IF2. Denote 
Si=(ai,...,ai+“-l), i>,O. 
Let 4 : [F,.+ F2 be a Boolean function of n variables. Define a sequence 
called a feedforward sequence of r by 4, and C$ is then called a feedforward trans- 
formation. Since s, # 0 for all t 3 0, the value 4(O) does not effect the forward sequence 
4(a), we shall always assume ~$(0)=0. 
It is well known that a Boolean Function of n variables can be represented by 
a polynomialf’(xo,x, ,..., x,_i)EF2[x0,x1 ,..., xn_Jr i.e. 
4(%3> al, . . . ,a”-i)=f(ao, a,, . . . ,a,_,) for all (a,, ai, . . . ,~,_~)EIF~“. 
Moreover, if we assume 
deg,,f(xo, x1, . . . ,x,_,)bl for all i=O, l,..., n-l, (1) 
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then the polynomial f(xe, x1, . . . ,x,_ 1) corresponding to the given 4 is uniquely 
determined. Thus, Boolean functions of n variables can be understood as polynomials 
satisfying (1). 
Let 
~={~(xO,x1,~~~rx”-1)l~(x~,x1,~~~,x”-1)~~zCx~,xl,...,x,-~l~ 
degxi4(xe,xl,...,x,-l)61, 4(0)=0}. 
Then @ is just the set of all feedforward transformations. Obviously 
I@I=22”-1. 
For ~EQ, call 
deg4(xe, xl, . . . ,xn-1) 
the degree of the feedforward transformation. Put 
%={N4lk@, degcP<r}. 
It is obvious that 9: is a vector space over [F2, and for every 4~@, we have BEAK. 
2. Preparations 
Denote by Y the set of all sequences over [F2. We can give 9 a [F, [xl-module 
structure, if addition and module operation in Y are defined as follows: 
Let 
tl=(ao,ai )...) a,, . ..). /I=@,, bI, . . . , b,, . ..)EY. 
where a,, b,~ (F2 for all t 2 0 and let 
f(X)= ~ CiX’Eff2[X], 
i=O 
then define 
u+p=(a()+bo, . ..) a,+b, )...) 
f(X)*a= i~oCi~i~i~oci~~+i~~~~~i~ociu~+i~~~~)~ 
( 
In particular, x is the left translation operator. 
Lemma 2.1. Y is an IF2 [xl-module. 
For any sequence CL, regarded as an element of the module 9, its annihilating ideal 
will be denoted by Annu, i.e. 
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and the generator of Ann c1 is called the minimal polynomial of a. 
Put 
Q={ccla~Y, c( being periodic}. 
Obviously, 52 is a [F,[x]-submodule of Y. 
Lemma 2.2. Let f (x) be the minimum polynomial of CI, then cr~s2 if and only iff (0)= 1. 
Proof (Only if). Denote the period of CI by T. Then xr+ 1~Ann LX. Sincef(x)lxr+ 1, 
there exists g(x)Effz[x] such that f(x)g(x)=xr+ 1. Thus, f(O)g(O)= 1 and hence 
f(O)= 1. 
(If) Since f(O)= 1, (x*f(x)) = 1 and thus there exists a positive integer T such that 
x’zl(modf(x)). 
Therefore, xT + 1 EAnn c(, xT * c( = CI, and hence a~S2. 0 
For any f (x)eF, [xl, put 
Q(f)={cc~crEY,f(x)*cr=o}. 
Clearly, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Q(f) is a IF2 [xl-submodule of Y. 
By Lemma 2.1, we have 
In the following we shall describe the generating function of an element UEQ by an 
element of the field of formal Laurent series ff,((x-i)) over [Fz and give the algebraic 
description of the module operation and module structure of the ff 2 [xl-module R(f). 
By E,((x- ‘)) we mean the field of all formal Laurent series in x-l over [Fz 
with addition and multiplication defined as follows: Let 
A(X)= 2 UiXwi, B(X)= f bixei, 
i=m i=n 
then define 
A(x)+B(x)= f (ai+bi)xei, 
i = min (m, n) 
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where we put Ui = 0 in case min(m, n) < i < m and bi = 0 in case min(m, n) < i < n, and 
A(X)‘B(X)= C CiXei> 
i=m+n 
where 
ck= C a.b. 1 I’ 
i+j=k 
It can be readily verified that F,((x- ‘)) is a field with respect to addition and 
multiplication defined above. Moreover, we have F2 [x] E F,((x- i)), hence we also 
have 
Let A(X)=C~Ym UiX-i, where a,,,= 1. Define the order of A(x), denoted o(A(x)), to be 
-m, i.e. 
o(A(x))= -m. 
And define the order of 0 to be -a, i.e. o(O)= --co. 
Let ,4(x)=x,??,, six-‘. Define 
LA(X)]= i: UiX-’ and {A(X)}= f UiXpiy 
i=m i=l 
and call them the integral part and fractional part of A(x), respectively. Obviously, 
LA(x)]E[F~ [xl. If LA(x) J#O, then 
dcgL.@)]=o(A(x)) 
and 
o(A(x))> - 1. 
With any ~=(a~, a,, . . ,a,, . ..)~9. we associate a formal Laurent series 
A(a)= z uix-i-lEx- 1F,[[x-'ll~~2((x-1)) 
i=O 
and we call A(r) the generating function of CI. Obviously, 
{A@)}=A(4, o(A(cc))< - 1. 
Clearly, the map cc+A(a) from 9’ into xP1 F, [ [x-‘I] is linear and bijective. In the 
following, we usually do not distinguish a and A(z). Thus, A, 0 and Q(f) can be 
regarded as subsets of F,((x-I)), and then the module operation and module struc- 
ture of them can be described more algebraically as follows. 
Lemma 2.4 (module operation in 9’). Let XEY and f(x)~[F~ [xl, then 
A(f(x)*cc)={f(x)A(r)}. 
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Proof. Let f(x), g(x)EIFZ [xl. Clearly, 
N(S(x)+s(x))*~)=A(f(x)*@)+A(g(x)*a). 
{(f(x)+g(x))~(~)f=jf(x)~(~H+Mx)‘J(~)~. 
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove A(x” * a) = { x”A (a)}. Suppose CY = (ao, al, . . . , a,, . ), 
then 
X”*CI=(a,,a,+~,...,~,+,,...), 
A(X”*x)= f U,+iXmipl, 
i=O 
(X"$(r)}= j ~ UiXn-i-‘}=~o U,+iX-“. 
i=O 
Thus Lemma 2.4 is proved. 0 
Corollary 2.5. If we dejine 
f(x)*A(x)={f(x)A(x)) VfWE~*CXI, ‘wkX-1~2CCX-111> 
then x-‘IF 2 [ [x- ‘I] is an IF2 [xl-module and 
F2 [xl-modules. 
Y and x-‘F,[ [x-‘I] are isomorphic 
Lemma 2.6 (algebraic description of Q(f)). 
f(0) = 1. Then 
Suppose f(x)~[F~ [xl, degf(x)=n und 
(i) For unq’ c~EQ(,~), we huuef(x)A(a)EF2 [x] and deg(f(x)A(a))<degf’(x). More- 
over, f(x) A(N) can be computed in the following way: Suppose x = (uo, a,, . . . , a,, . . ); 
if we set 
n-l 
Sl (X)= C UiX-‘-‘. 
i=O 
then we have 
f(x)A(a)=Ls1(x)f(x)1. 
(4 n(f)=:Cg(x)/f(x)lls(x)~~2Cxl, degdx)<degfWl 
Proof. (i) We have 
{f(x)A(cc)} =A(f(x) * E) (Lemma 2.4) 
= A(0) (=Q(f)) 
=o. 
Thus, 
f(x)A(r)=Lf(x)A(a)1~[FzCxl 
and 
deg(f(x)A(a))=o(f(x)A(a))=(o(f)+o(A(cc))<o(f)=degf: 
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Denote sz(x)=Cz, Uixmi-l, then 
f(x)A(a)=Lf(X)A(~)I=Lf(X)(S1(X)+S2(X))1=Lf(X)S1(X)I+Lf(X)S2(X)J. 
But o(f(x)sz (x)) < 0, and hence L f(x)s*(x) J=O. Therefore, 
.mA(4=Lf(X)Slw 1. 
(ii) For any cl~S2(j”), from (i) we deduce f(x)A(cc)=g(x)~[F~[x] and 
deg g(x) < degf(x). Thus, CI = g(x)lf(x). 
Conversely, suppose g(x)E[F, [x] and deg g(x) < degf(x). Then 
g(x) 
O “f(x) c-1 
=okM)--o(f(4)=deg d-4-dWW<0. 
Thus, we may assume [g(x)/f(x)] =&?, six-‘-‘. Put 
a=(ae,ar, . ..) a, )... ), 
then [g(x)/‘(x)] = A(M). But by Lemma 2.4, we also have 
AU(x) * a)=U-(x)M)I ={g(x)I =O. 
Thusf(x) * a=O, i.e. CIE~(~). 0 
Lemma 2.7 (module operation in Q(f)). Suppose f(x)~[F~ [x] and f(O)= 1. Let 
~=(g/f)Wf), h(xkF2 [xl. Then 
where (gh)s denotes the remainder of gh after dividing by f, i.e. (gh)feFz [xl, 
(gh)f E gh (modf) and deg (gh)/ < degf: 
Proof. By the definition of (gf)/, there exists g(x)E[F* [x] such that 
gh = gf+ (gh), . 
Thus 
A(h*cc)={hA(a)}= 7 = 
{ gh} { gf+;h),} 
(gh), 
=7 
The first equality is by Lemma 2.4, the last equality is due to o(q) 20 and o(gh)f/f) < 1, 
and the other equalities are obvious. 0 
Lemma 2.8 (module structure of G(f)). Supposef(x)E cF2 [x] andf(O)= 1. Then 
(i) Q(f)= (glf), where g(x) is any polynomial in F2 [xl, relatively prime withf(x) 
and (g/f) denotes the cyclic submodule of s1 generated by g/f: 
(ii) Ann W)=f/(.L d vg/W(f). 
(iii) Q(f)-F2[x]/(f) and dim,, Q(f)=degf: 
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Proof. (i) Since (J g)= 1, there exists a polynomial g-ic[FZ [x] such that g. g-l E 1 
(modf). Then for any gl(x)EIFZ[x] with degg,(x)<degf(x), putting h(x)=g-‘.gr, 
we have 
s1(x)=(gQ. 
By Lemma 2.7, we have 
+t=h*$E (glf), 
Threfore, by Lemma 2.6(ii) we obtain sZ(f)G (g/f). But obviously we have 
<s/f> &Q(f). Consequently, Q(f)= <s/f>. 
(ii) By Lemma 2.7 
Ann g 
0 
f ={hIh&,[x]s(hg)r=O) 
={hJhElFz[x]3hg=O(modf)} 
(iii) By (ii), Ann (l/f)=(f). Then by (i), Sz ( 
3. More definitions 
In the following we shall always assume that c( is an n-stage m-sequence and 
f(x)~lF~[x] is its minimal polynomial. It is well-known that f(x) is a primitive 
polynomial of degree n in [FZ [xl. 
At first let us introduce the concept of dyadic weights of nonnegative integers. Let 
aEZ, a > 0, and express a in dyadic system 
Put 
UC C Ui2', ai=O or 1. 
i30 
W(U)= 1 Ui 
i>O 
and call it the dyadic weight of a. 
Then we shall introduce the concept of weights of nonzero elements in [Fzn with 
respect to f(x). Let Q be a root of f(x) in f2, the algebraic closure of IF 2, then 
[FZ(0)=[FZn. For every PE[F$, there exists a unique integer a, O<a<2”- 1 such that 
p=ea. 
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Put 
W,(P) = w(a) 
and call it the weight of p with respect to 8. If 0i is another root off(x), we can prove 
wo1 (P) = w0 (P). 
In fact, there exists an integer b 30 such that H = 0:“. If p = O”, then p = Q:“‘. But there 
exists a unique integer c, 0 d c ~2” - 1, such that p = 19;. Thus 
2’a=c(mod2”-l), 
and it follows that 
w(c) = w(a). 
Consequently, 
W81(P)=W8,(~:ba)=Wg*(6)~)= w(c)= w(u). 
Therefore, W&J) is independent of the root off( ) h x c osen, and will be called the weight 
of p with respect to f(x) and denoted by wr(p). In the following discussion the 
primitive polynomialf(x) of degree n will be fixed, hence we may abbreviate ws(p) 
as W(P). 
Now we introduce the following two sets of polynomials 
and 
F,(x)= n (x-p), r=o, 1, . ..) It 
@IF:. 
w(p)=r 
G,(X)= JJ Fj(X), Y=O, 1, . . ..~1. 
j=l 
Obviously, 
degF,(x)= y 0 , 
degG,(x)= i ” , 0 j=l J 
G,(x)=x’“-1 + 1. 
In Section 1, we regarded the set of feedforward transformations as a subset @ of 
~zCxo,x,,..., x,_ i]. In fact, any polynomial $ in F, [x0, xi, . . . ,x,-_,I can also be 
regarded as a feedforward transformation, whose feedforward sequence can be defined 
in the following way: Let the given n-stage m-sequence u be 
cc=(ao,ui )...) a,, . ..). 
Put Zt=(u,, u,+i,... ,u~+~“-~), t=O, 1,2, . . . Then define 
$W=(ti(&), $(S,), . . ..$(Q. . ..). 
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If we restrict $ to be contained in @, this definition coincides with the original one 
given in Section 1. On the other hand, extending @ to IF, [x,, xi, . . . , x2”_ 2], we do not 
obtain new feedforward transformations in essence. In other words, for any 
$(x0, x1> .‘. ,x,n-2)ElF2Cxo, Xl, ... , x~“-~] with $ @)= 0, there always exists a poly- 
nomial 4(x0, x1, . . . ,x,_~)E@ such that 
d)(a)= Y(u). 
In fact, 4 can be constructed in the following way. Letf(x) be the minima1 polynomial 
of a. Define aij (i>,O, O<j<n) by 
n-1 
xi= jzO aijxj (modf(x)). 
Then take 4 to be the polynomial satisfying 
460, Xl> ... ,X,-l)~~zCxo,xl,...,x"-ll~ 
4(x o,x1,...,x,-1)=~ xo,x1,...,x,-1, 
( 
1:: 67”jXj, ... ,“fl Llzn_zjXj) 
j=O 
(modx&xo,x:-x,,...,~,2_1-~,_1) 
degXa4dl, O<i<n. 
Clearly, 4 is uniquely determined and 4(0)=0, thus $JE@. In the following we also 
use polynomials in F2 [x0, x1, . . . , x2” _ *] to represent feedforward transformations. 
Let Y/(x0, . . . ,x*“-2)~~ZCxO,xi, ..’ ,x~“_~] and p(x)=1 cixi~lE2[x]. Then a poly- 
nomial in F2 [x0, . . . ,x,- 1], denoted by p(x) * $, can be determined by the following 
conditions: 
ir(X)*i~~Ci~(“~‘UijXj,-..,‘~‘Ui+2..2jXj) 
I j=O j=O 
(modx,2-x0 ,..., x,2-1-x,-1) degXz(p(x)*ti)<l. 
Obviously, if $(O)=O, then ~(x)*$E@ and if deg$=r, then deg (p(x)*$)<r. 
In the following we shall usef(p, x), where ~E[F~, to denote the minimal polynomial 
of p over [F2 andf@ x) to denote the minimal polynomial of the sequence fi. 
4. Main results 
The main results of the present paper read as follows: 
Theorem 4.1. (i) Yr = Q(G,(x)). 
(ii) Let 
B1(r)={xilXi2 . ..Xi.(c()IO <il<...<ij<n, l<j<V}, 
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then B,(r) is a basis of Y, over lFz. 
Note. Using Theorem 4.1 (ii) we may devise a synthesis algorithm for the feedforward 
sequence 4(m). In fact, assume deg 4 d r. By Theorem 4.1 (ii), there exist 
ci, i2 i, EFz(O<i1<i*<... <ij<n, 1 <j<r) such that 
@(co= c 1 ciliz.. i,xil xi2”‘xi,(c0. 
j=l OCil<...ci,<n 
Solving, we get CL, i2 i,. Then 
4=c c cil iz ij Xii Xi*.“Xi J 
j=1 OQil<...<i,<n 
Let C$(X 0, . . . ,X,,_,)EFz [x0, x1, . . . ,x~~_~] and deg4=r. If F,(x)lf($(a),x), then 
C$ is called a nondegenerate feedforward transformation of degree r. 
Theorem 4.2. Let 1 be a positive integer such that 1 $O(mod 2”- l/2’- 1)for all ~[n. 
Then xoxi...xC,_ ljI is a nondegenerate feedforward transformation of degree r. 
Theorem 4.3. Let l<r<n, (r,n)=l and +(x0,x1 ,..., x~~_~)E~~[x~,x~ ,..., x~~_~] 
with 4(@=0 be a nondegenerate feedforward transformation of degree r. For every 
,u(~k~~[xI, Ax)#O, degAx)<n and $(x0, x1, . . ..Ll)~@. deg$<r, then 
(i) p(x) * 4 + $ is also nondegenerate feedfbrward transformation of degree r. 
(ii) For P~(x)EFZCXI, p1(x)#O, degpl(x)<n, and $1(x0, XI, . . ..x.-l)~@. 
deg$r<r, p*4+$=p1 * 4+Ic/, implies c(=pI and $=$1. 
Note. According to Theorem 4.3, from a given nondegenerate feedforward trans- 
formation of degree r, 
(2”pl) 2c:-‘(:) 
nondegenerate feedforward transformations of degree r can be derived. 
Theorem 4.4. (i) Let 
B2(r)={xixl+i...xj_ l+i(@)I 1 Gjdr, fIGi<( 
Then B,(r) is a basis of <Yrv,. 
(ii) Let 
~~x~~~~~~-~(~)=$$(l<i<r), deggi(x)<degGi(x) 
I 
and 
h (xl p=- 
G(x)’ 
deg h(x) < deg G,(x). 
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Then the equation 
#W=P 
has a unique solution ~E@J with deg $ d r. Moreover, C#I can be computed by the following 
procedure: 
(1) Take h,(x) = h(x) 
(2) Determine pr, h,_ 1, . . . , pl, ho successively by the following formula 
~j ~ g,: ’ hj (mod Fj) 
deg pj < deg Fj 
hj-,=C(gjCLj)Cj+hjllFj. 
Then +=CT=, /,Lj*xoxl...xj-l. 
Note. Theorem 4.4(ii) gives another synthesis algorithm for the feedforward 
sequence +(a). 
5. Proof of Theorem 4.1 
First we have to prepare ground for this. In the following we shall sometimes 
discuss sequences over i,. With sequences over i, we can also associate formal 
Laurent series in i,((x-‘)) as their generating functions as we did for sequences over 
IFz. All the operations for sequences over [F2 can be carried over to sequences over ?, . 
In particular, for 1, p, 8, *‘E Ez*, we have 
a ax-’ cc 
x-8= 1 -Ox-‘=i,O c ae’x-‘-‘=(a,ae,ae2 ,...) aer,... ), 
We define a componentwise multiplication for sequences over i, as follows: 
(a,,,~1 ,..., a, ,... ).(b,,b, ,..., b, ,... )=(a,,b,,a,bl ,..., atbt ,... ), ai, biE[F, 
Corresponding to this componentwise multiplication, we introduce the notation 
a -_(+$ 
x-e 
ap(eT)‘x-“. 
X-T 
i=O 
Then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. -& 0 L=* 
X-T x-6%‘ 
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Furthermore, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. Let f(x), g(x)EF2[x], f(x) be irreducible, deg f (x) = n and 
degg(x)<degf(x). Let 0 be a root off(x), then there exists an element /ZE[F~ [O] such 
that 
g(x) n-1 AZ’ 
--= 
c f(x) i=o (x-e”‘)’ 
Proof. By partial fraction expansion there exist &, AI, . . . , A,_ l~FZ [O] such that 
g(X) “-l Ai 
--= 
c 
f(x) i=(J (X-e”) 
Put /z = &, then by Galois theory and the uniqueness of the partial fraction expansion 
we have 3.i = 3,“. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Let 
where deg gi < deg ji, then we hazje 
(9 f@, x) I [Ifi, . . . Al 
(ii) If(fi, gJ= 1 and (fi,A)= 1 for all i>2, then 
fi (x) If@> xl. 
Proof. (i) Set .f’= [fi, . . . , f] then there exists gEfF, [x] such that c( =g/f. By Lemma s , 
2.8, f(a, x) If: 
(ii) It is sufficient to prove the case s=2. Now 
_hgr+fig2 
fi.fi . 
Notice that 
(figl+fig2,fi)=(f291,fi)= 1. 
Set h=(f2g1 +figz,fi), thenf,/h. By Lemma 2.8, 
Thus, hf(x, r)=fif2. But (fr, h)= 1, therefore, fi If(x, c(). 0 
Now let us come to the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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At first we prove that Y,~P,~Q(G,(x)). It is sufficient to prove that 
x11 . ..x~.(sI)EQ(G,(x)) for 0<11 <...</,<n. By Lemma 5.2, we have 
.4(x) n-1 22’ 
a=fm=i.& (X-P)’ c 
where 8 is a root off(x) and /ZE [F, [KJ. By Lemma 2.7, we have 
n-l 
xl*c(= 
c 
x’*L= 
n-1 A2’82” 
c 
F 
i=O (x-02’) i=O (x-e2’) 
And then by Lemma 5.1, 
xl, . ..xI.(c()=(xI1 * CX) ... (XIY * cz), 
= 
c ;1211+ +2’r@z1,‘1+... f21*‘* = H(x) 
06il,...,i,<n 
x_p’I+...+ 2ir =- 
G,(x) ’ 
where H(x)EIF, [x] and deg H(x)<degG,(x). Consequently, x~,~~~x,~(u)ESZ(G,(X)). 
From 9, cQ(G,(x)) we deduce in particular Sp,, csZ(G,(x)). Clearly, distinct 4’s in 
@ give distinct feedforward sequences ~(c()‘s. Consequently, 
dim,2Q(G,(x)=degG,(x)=2”-1. 
thus 
IQ(G,,(x))I=~~~~~. 
It follows that Yn =Q(G,(x)). Furthermore, B,(n) linearly spans 9” over [F, and 
IB,(n)l=2”-1. Therefore, B,(n) is a basis of 9,. However B,(r) CL?,(~) and B,(r) 
linearly spans Yr over [F,, it follows that B,(r) is a basis of Yr. Since 
dim,lYr=lBl(r)l= i ‘1” 
0 i=e t 
= deg G,(x) = dimE2 sZ(G,(x)) 
and Y,~P,cQ(G,(x)), we have S$=D(G,(x)). 
Theorem 4.1 is completely proved. 0 
6. Proofs of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Following the notation of the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have 
2’1’1+ +2’*‘* 
Xf, ~~.xl,(cx)= c 
22.1+ ... +2tr * 
x-8 
2,x+ + 2’r 
Odil,..., i,<n 
30 
Set 
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c /1211+ tz’r Q 2’1’1+ +2+l* fJ#.= 
Obi,, . . ..i.cn 
x_o2LI+ +2’v 
i,+ir,ifj#k 
and 
c 
AZ” + ... +2’r Q 2’1’1+ +2’rlr 
B= ,x_~2~i+ ... +2’F 
OQil,...,i,<n 
i,=ikforsomej+k 
Then 
Xl1 . ..x1.(!x)=rJ,+P. 
We may write 
1,’ 
or= c- c (32’1’1.... + 2’?-l, 
OQt<z”-l x--P pP~~&. 
w(t)=r 
t=z’i+...+zfr 
t1<...<t, 
@‘1’1 . . (32’1L 
3,’ 
= 
c ~ .‘. 
061<2”-1 x-0’ 02’,‘1 
w(t)=r . . . 
e2’,.,r ’ 
where S, is the symmetric group of r letters tr, . . . , t,. Put 
&Ul, . . . > L)= 
(pfl’l . . . (32f’ ‘* 
: . . . . . . . 
o2 fr.1 ... (325% 
Clearly, b~Q(G,_r(x)). If 6, cr1,“‘r7)#0, then x--H’lj(xI1 . . ..Ja).x). Therefore, if 
8~11,...,rF)#0 for all t such that O<t<2”- 1 and w(t)=r, then F’,(x)lf(xr, . ..xlr(a).x). 
Now for x~x~...x~,_~~~, we have 
(qO,l I..., r-l)= 
1 (Jzt1 .,, /32’,(rpl)l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
f 0, 
1 /32% ... (32%(r-1)1 
provided that eztr’, . . . , Hztr’ are pairwise distinct. If 02’r’ = 132’r’, i< j, then putting 
d=tj-ti we have fJ2’r’(2d-1)=l, hence 2’i1(2d-1)=O(mod(2”-1) and hence 
1~ 0 (mod (2”- 1)/2’- l), where z = (d, n). This contradicts the assumption of 
Theorem 4.2 0 
In order to prove Theorem 4.3 we need some preparation. 
Nonlinrar femiforward srqurncrs of m-sequences 
Lemma6.1. xk*(x’*c$(xo ,..., x,_J)=~~+~*~(xg ,..., x,-1). 
The proof is easy and will be omitted. 
Lemma 6.2. Let 4(x0, . . . ,x,-1)~@ and p(x)~F~[x]. Then 
(P(4*4(xo>~~., x”-1))(4=P(x)*(4(xo, .~.,%-,)(‘4). 
Proof. Let pl, P~E:IF~[x], and $I, C&E@, then 
((PI+P*)*(41+42))(cO= $ (Pi*4j)(cI), 
i,j=l 
Thus, it is sufficient to prove that 
(x3* XI, . ..Xl.)(a)=x”*(xl,...xl~(r)) 
Since xi=1 aijxj (modf(x)), we have 
(Xi-C aijXj)(E)=O 
and 
ai+f= 1 f&jaj+t, i30. 
O$j<n 
Let 
(xS * xl, . ..xI.)(CI)=(bo,bl,...,bt,...), 
( xs * XI1 ...xlr(4)=kb, Cl, ... ,q, ... ), 
then 
b,= (( ha,+l,...,a,+,-l) 
= ( C axl+sJat+j)... (1 afr+s,at+j) 
=al,+s+tall+s+t...af,+s+f=ct 
This proves Lemma 6.2. 0 
Lemma 6.3. Let p~[F~(o)* and suppose degf(p, x)=d, then (n/d) 1 w(p). 
Proof. By the theory of finite fields, p belongs to the cyclic group generated by 
0c2”-1)‘(2d- ‘) and thus there exists an integer c, O<c ~2~- 1 such that 
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Express c in dyadic system, c =I:= 1 2’l, 0 d cl < c2 < ... cc, < d. Then obviously 
w(p)=w 
Therefore, (n/d) 1 w(p). 0 
Corollary 6.4. Let ~E[F~(O)* and w(p)=r, where l<r<n and (r,n)=l. Then 
degf(p, x)=n. 
Proof. Let degf(p, x) = d. By Lemma 6.3, (n/d) 1 r. Thus (n/d) 1 (r, n). But (r, n) = 1, hence 
n=d. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. (i) By hypothesis and Lemma 5.1, we have @(a) = j3 + y, where 
f(B, x)=F,(x),f(y, x)1 G-i(x). Thus, we can assume P=s(x)F,(x), (g(x), F,(x))= 1. 
By hypothesis (r, n)= 1, thus from the Corollary 6.4 we deduce that the irreducible 
factors of F,(x) are all of degree n. But deg p(x) < n, hence (p(x), F,(x)) = 1 and 
((P(X)S(X))F,(X), Fr(x))= 1. 
By Lemma 2.7 
then by Lemma 2.8,f(p(x) * fl, x)= F,(x). By Lemma 6.3 
But 
Thus by 
f((ll*r+~)(aXx)IG,-~(x) 
Lemma 5.2 
Fr(x)If((~*4++E4 ~1. 
By hypothesis deg 4 = r, deg $ <r, thus deg (p * 4 + $) = r. Therefore, p * 4 + $ is 
a nondegenerate feedforward transformation of degree r. This proves (i). 
(ii) If P*++$=P~*~+$~, then (~--i)*4+($-$i)=O. By (i), p=pl, and 
hence $=$i. This proves (ii). 0 
7. Proof of Theorem 4.4 
With the preparations carried out, we can now take up to the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. (i) is a consequence of the assertion that 
4=CI=i Pj*xcxl ".xj- 1 is a solution of 4(a)=P in (ii). In fact, write 
~j= C CjiXi 
Odi< (7) 
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Then by Lemma 6.2 
(pj* XoXi”‘Xj- l)(a)=/lj* ((xlJxl”‘xj- l)(a)), 
* ((XoXl”‘Xj- l)(U)) 
=C (Cji XiXi+l”‘Xi+j-l)(H). 
Consequently, 
4(cO= C C (cjixixi+l’~‘xi+j-l)(c() 
1s j<* O<i< “.) 
(J 
i.e. 9, can be linearly spanned by B2(r) over [F,. Since 
B2(r) is a basis of 9,. 
(ii) The procedure of the computation is effective. In fact, by Theorem 4.2, 
x0x1 “‘Xj-r is a nondegenerate feedforward transformation of degree r, hence 
(Fj(x), gj(x))= 1, and hence g,:’ (mod Fj) exists. By the formulas of the computation, 
deg hj < deg Gj. 
We have G, = F, G,_ i, 1 d r d n (we agree that G,(x) = 1). Now we assert that 
I 
c gi h hj Pi* C,+c=C,> OGjdr, 
i=j+l 
(2) 
h,(x) = 0. (3) 
We apply backward induction to prove (2). For j = r, (2) holds obviously. Assume that 
(2) holds for j 3 k, we are going to prove that (2) also holds for j = k - 1. By definition 
h&k = hk (mod Fk), 
((~kYk)G~+hk)/Fk=hk~1. 
But 
gk wgk)C Fkhk-l+hk hk-1 hk 
pLk*-= 
Gk Gk Gk 
=K+c,’ 
thus 
r 
c gi h ’ 
i=k 
pi* G,+G,=,=,+, c Si gk h h*G+pk*(;k+c 
h, 
= F + pk * $. (by induction hypothesis) 
k k 
This proves (2). 
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We know that F1 =G1. Then by definition, 
~1.41 =hI (modFl), 
(~L1gl)G,=(~~gl)F,--hl(modF,), 
(~L1gl)G,+hl~O(modF,). 
But 
deg((~lYl)c,+k,)<degG,=degF,. 
hence (PI gl)c, + kl =O, and consequently, ho =O. Take j=O in (2), we have 
I 
c k pi* 9’+-_=O, 
1 Gi Gr 
Consequently, 
= c (pi * XOXl"'Xi- l)(X). 
Therefore, $J=C~=, pi*XoXl..’ xi_ 1 is a solution of the equation 4(a) =/I. From this 
fact and (i) we conclude that 4 is also the unique solution. 0 
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